Translation of brain messenger ribonucleic acids in homologous, heterologous and mixed cell free systems.
Optimum conditions were determined for translation of rat brain messenger RNA in vitro using three heterologous systems (wheat germ, Krebs ascites cell and reticulocyte) and a homologous system containing ribosomal subunits and factors from brain. The four systems showed similarities, as well as differences, in regard to their requirements. Although spermine partially replaced magnesium ions in all the four, it stimulated protein synthesis in the extracts of reticulocyte and wheat germ, but not in those of ascites cell or brain. When potassium ions were added as acetate instead of chloride, amino acid incorporation was enhanced and the optimum was shifted to much higher concentrations of potassium (110-120 mM) than was observed with KCl (80 mM). These differences were probably due to inhibition by high concentrations of chloride when KCl was used as the sole source of potassium. Under optimum conditions for each system, translation of brain messenger RNA in the brain system was inferior to the other three extracts, when based on equivalent amounts of ribosomes present in the reaction mixture. However, the homologous system was able to sustain linear incorporation of amino acid for a much longer period than the others, indicating that homologous factors may play a role in the translation of brain messenger RNA.